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ABSTRACT
The growth and development of Artificial Intelligence (AI) is fast becoming a powerful
influence in our present day reality. In medicine there is a vast number of patients who suffers
or even dies for the cause of the late detection of their disorders. Some of the biggest research
institutes have been able to contribute in some areas of medicine by creating different
complex systems. Even though this field is having a wide range of applications, there is still
a lack in the field of neuroscience. In this thesis we will prove how efficiently ANNs can be
used in early detection of neurological disorders. In this case we have included studies of
Alzheimer's disease, aphasia and dyslexia, epilepsy, stroke, Parkinson's disease,
schizophrenia, depression, and many related problems. We will present the whole process by
using some neural models and learning methods. Finally, we will discuss the big role that
ANNs have and its applications in many fields in research and development.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) are inspired in the way of how biological nervous system
works and processes information. Neural networks has shown a big importance in many areas
and have been in the attention of the scientist for many years.[1] The first studies on neural
networks were done by McCullough and Pitts in 1943 when they published their first
systematic study. After a while the interest of the scientific community emerged into
developing different models for bigger problems.[2] But this is not the beginning of it
because for many years ago there have been scientist who made attempts to build such
models.[3] By applying neural networks a program can learn by examples and its
environment and this is done through the help of many techniques.[4] Moreover, these
techniques makes a neural network complex enough to have the ability to adapt, learn,
generalize, cluster and organize data in which operation is based on parallel processing.[5]
This approach addresses an entirely new set of issues such as detection, modularity and
hierarchical structure, efficiency and the brain activity in early stages. [6]

Figure 1: Artificial Neural Network Example (Source: Google)
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The goal of this thesis is to show and explain how different computational models can help
to give us outcomes of specific neuroanatomical and pathological changes which can result
in various neurological manifestations, and to investigate the functional organization of the
symptoms that result from specific brain pathologies. There is some neural networks and
algorithms that we will use during the process of implementation which will help us come to
accurate diagnostication and some of them are mostly popular even when used in other areas
and those are pattern recognition, pattern association, multilayer feed-forward neural network
using back-propagation algorithm and also learning methods.

In the first chapter we did a review about the fundamentals of neural networks and its main
role in neuroscience, the complexity that it has, problem solving and its way to perform tasks.
In the second chapter we will make a review of different techniques, forms and ways of
clustering and generalizing data from neural network. In the third chapter we defined the
problems which occurs and discussed about the importance that neural networks have in
neuroscience. In the fourth chapter we will briefly discuss the methodology used in solving
problems of using algorithms to help us predict the early stages of anomalies. In the fifth
chapter we made a review of different disease forecasting cases by using neural networks and
we described in detail the process of how a neural network should be implemented in order
to predict neurological disorders. Moreover, we also made a review of the applications of
neural networks and their benefits. Finally in the sixth chapter we have the conclusion.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW
In this chapter we will make a review and describe the learning algorithms, learning structure,
tasks and components that an artificial neural network needs in order to function correctly to
predict neurological disorders.

2.1. A Brief History of ANNs
In this part of the thesis we are going focus on the historic of ANNs in years. Mainly about
the discoveries from many researchers that made advancements until today. Here we are
going to name some of the biggest names who made a big impact in the field of artificial
intelligence (AI).

1943 McCulloch and Pitts: Modelling bio-systems using nets of simple logical operations.
1949 Hebb: Invented a biologically inspired learning algorithm. Connections which are used
gain higher synaptic strength. On the other hand, if a connection is not used it synaptic
strength tends to zero.
1958 Rosenblatt: The Perceptron - a biologically inspired learning algorithm.
1950’s: Other types of simple non-linear models, e.g., the Wiener and Hammerstein model.
1960 Widrow and Hoff: Learning rules and simple nets. Hardware implementation and
signal processing applications.
1969 Minsky and Papert: negative analyses of a simple perceptron.
1982 Hopfield: Analogy between magnetism and associative memory – The Hopfield model.
1984 Hinton: Supervised learning for general Boltzmann machines with hidden units
significantly change the premises for Minsky and Paperts’ analysis.
1969-1986: The neural network blackout period.
1986 Rumelhart: Rediscovery of the “Back propagation of errors” algorithm for feedforward neural networks.
1987: First commercial neuro computers: The Hecht-Nilsen ANZA PC add-on boards. The
Science Application International Corp: DELTA PC add-on board.
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1988 DARPA Study: The DARPA study headed by Widrow demonstrated the potential of
neural networks in many application areas – especially signal processing and had a great
impact on research.
2000’s: Many commercial products and focused research.

Based on the historical evidence of ANNs, most of the models that we mentioned above are
used on many areas of our life but some of these are specifically used in medicine especially
in neuroscience and prediction. Some of the models that helps us mostly in prediction when
used in medicine are Rosenblatt, Hebb and Hopfield, but there are also other models which
can be applied as well. [7]

2.2. Model of a neural network
A neuron is a fundamental unit to the operation of an artificial neural network and its way it
processes information. [8] A simple neural model is made from three basic elements:

1. A set of synapses that are connected and characterized by its own strength. Simply a
signal xj at the input of the synapse j is connected to the neuron k is multiplied by the
synaptic weight wkj. It’s very important to know in which subscript the synaptic
weight is written. In contrast to the weight of a brain synapse, the weight of an
artificial neural network can have negative and positive values.

2. An adder for summing the input signals which are weighted by synaptic strengths of
a neuron.

3. An activation function that is used to limit the amplitude of the output of the neuron.

Among many features that a neural network has, it consists of a range of components that
without these a neural network wouldn’t be able to function and these components are valid
whether the neuron is used for input, output, or in one of the hidden layers.
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Weighting Factors: Usually a neuron receives inputs and each has its own relative weight
which gives the impact that it needs in order to process the element's summation function.
Some inputs are made to be more important than others. Therefore they have a greater effect
on processing the element and as a result they produce a neural response. Weights are
adaptive coefficients within the network which can determine the intensity of the input signal
as registered by the artificial neuron and measure an input's connection strength. These
strengths can be modified in response to various training sets based on its learning rules.

Summation Function: The first step in processing is the computation of the weighted sum
of all the inputs. This process happens by multiplying each component of the input vector as
well as each component of the weighted vector and then adding up all the products. This
process can be more complex than just adding up the products. The input and weighting
coefficients can also be combined in many different ways and usually this depends on the
network architecture of the neuron.
Transfer Function: In this part of the process the weighted sum is always transformed to a
working output through an algorithmic process that is usually known as the transfer function.
During this transfer the total summation are usually compared with the threshold value which
determines the neural output. If the sum is greater than the threshold value, the processing
element generates a signal. On the other hand, if the sum of the input and weight products
are less than threshold, no is signal generated.

Scaling and Limiting: After the transfer function, the result passes to the process. It scales
and limit. The scaling multiplies a scale factor with the transfer value and then adds an offset.
The limiting is a mechanism that makes sure that the scaled result does not exceed an upper
or lower bound.

Output Function (Competition): Every neuron in the nervous system has many inputs and
one output only and in artificial neural networks in the opposite, where one input signal can
lead to many outputs. One output is equal to the transfer functions’ results which can cause
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some network topologies to compete against neighboring elements. Usually neurons compete
with each other when they want to determine whether the artificial neuron will be active or
provide an output. In the other aspect, they want to determine which processing element will
participate in learning or adaptation process.

Learning Function: This is one of the essential parts of a neural network. The learning is
done by modifying variable connection weights on the inputs of each processing element
based on some learning algorithms, usually by changing the weights to achieve a few types
of learning such as unsupervised learning and supervised learning. Each of these learning
types varies from the training set of the data and how to learn. Most of the time the best type
of learning is unsupervised learning because there is no external teacher or critic to oversee
the learning process because it learns by doing. [9]

2.3. Learning Methods
Learning is an important part in any aspect of life even in machines and systems therefore in
the field of Artificial Intelligence (AI) when we want to predict an outcome we have to use
some learning algorithms. A neural network uses those learning methods often referred as
training a set of data in which they can learn and adapt changes based on the environmental
surroundings. An existing neural network can learn by developing new connections, deleting
existing connections, changing connecting weights. Changing the threshold values of
neurons, varying one or more of the three neuron functions (such as: activation function,
propagation function and output function), developing new neurons, deleting existing
neurons and so on. [10]

Learning methods are divided in three categories, which these are used for training a neural
network and they are:
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● Supervised Learning
● Unsupervised Learning
● Reinforcement Learning

2.3.1. Supervised learning
Supervised learning is often referred as learning with a teacher, it consists of input patterns
and also the correct results of the corresponding output. This type of learning is based on how
the neural network changes the weights so that it can associate input and output patterns
independently after training that helps a neural network to adapt and to gradually change the
conditions. Due to this fact, the system has to learn everything together for the total set of
facts. [11] Moreover, this type of learning is used by neural networks in predicting
neurological disorders to operate correctly where as a result the performance can be evaluated
by comparing the neural network for predicted diagnoses with the known diagnoses of the
new cases. [12]

Figure 2: An example of a Supervised Learning block diagram (Source: Book)
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2.3.2. Unsupervised Learning
Unsupervised learning is a self-organized type of learning and a compelling method but it’s
not appropriate to resolve all the problems for the fact that in comparison to the supervised
learning it has input only and there is no training data set and outcomes are unknown. [13]
Therefore, in this type of learning the weights and biases are modified in response to input
only so that it can perform by clustering some kind of operations and for this fact the neural
network can itself detect similarities and order them into categories. [14] Despite of the
clustering the neural network cannot provide specific diagnostic outcomes because it works
only by suggesting alternative diagnostic classification. [15]

Figure 3: An example of Unsupervised Learning (Source: Book)

2.3.3. Reinforcement Learning
Reinforcement learning uses input-output mapping to interact with the environment by
developing the ability to learn and perform based on its experience. [16] In comparison to
other learning algorithms is that its weights that are associated with neural network
interconnections can give us an outcome depending on the rate η. In this scenario the neural
network has no indication of what is expected but it can give us an outcome as a result of its
constant interaction with the environment even if the outcome is not immediate. [17]
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Figure 4: An example of a Reinforcement Learning block diagram (Source: Book)

2.4. Learning Tasks

2.4.1. Pattern Recognition
For decades scientists have tried to imitate the human mind and one part of it is how good
we can recognize patterns, when we refer as a pattern it actually means events, information,
etc. We receive data from the outside world around us and then we can be able to recognize
them. In fact many times accidentally we recognize a familiar face which we haven’t seen
for a while. We humans use to recognize things based on learning and a neural network can
do practically the same thing as well. A neural network needs to go in a training session along
with input pattern in order to classify the patterns in a category so that it can identify the class
of that particular pattern which was extracted from the training data. [18] However, the
performance of the system depends on the how the neural network recognizes the patterns in
the input data. The neural network model is based in two learning modes. In unsupervised
learning mode data is classified based on structural and similar characteristics in the other
hand in the supervised mode the system is more accurate because the data is already trained
with the desired output and this is why the supervised learning is more useful in many fields
of artificial intelligence. [19] Based on the research we can suggest that this can be very
helpful in predicting neurological disorders such as recognizing patterns of different
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anomalies that occurs in the early stages in the patients’ mental health. In this case the system
can be able to compare with similar patterns and give us the specific result that’s why we
found supervised learning more compelling.

Figure 5: Traditional approach to statistical pattern recognition (Source: Book)

2.4.2. Pattern Association
Pattern Association is based on how the brain memorizes data, is likely how cognition uses
association as a form of storage. An associative network is a single-layer network in which
the weights are determined in such a way that it can store a set of patterns which can form an
association even if the patterns are of the same type or different types. [20] Association takes
one of the two forms: auto association or hetero association. The difference between them is
that in auto association, neural network is required to store a set of patterns and then represent
them to the network. This association involves the use of unsupervised learning. In hetero
association the network can associate not only the exact pattern pairs used in training, but is
also able to obtain associations if the input is similar to the one that has been trained and this
type of learning involved in hetero association is supervised. [21] In fact every association is
a pair of input-output vectors, where the input vector is the target vector and based on this
we can come toward a conclusion that if the vectors as different form each other then we
have hetero associative memory, whereas if the vectors are same then we have auto
associative memory. Furthermore, in each of these cases, the network can not only learn
specific patterns but it can also recall the desired response patterns. [22]
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Figure 6: This is an example of Pattern Association (Source: Book)

The number of stored patterns q provides a direct measure of storage capacity of the network.
In designing an associative memory, the challenge is to make the storage capacity q
(expressed as a percentage of the total number N of neurons used to construct the network)
as large as possible, yet insist that a large fraction of the memorized patterns is recalled
correctly. [23]

2.5. Network Architecture
Artificial neural networks provides huge attention due to their efficiency to handle nonlinear
functional relationships between input and output variables. [24] The main features of a
neuron are its activation function and weighted connections. This helps a neuron to send and
receive signals and due to this connection between the neurons and the layers we got
something called network architecture. [25] We have two kinds of architectures and these are
feed forward and recurrent networks. Based on the number of layers feed forward networks
are divided into two kinds of networks: single layer feed forward networks and multi-layer
feed forward networks.

2.5.1. Feed forward networks
2.5.1.1. Single Layer Feed forward Network
In a layered neural network, neurons are organized in groups of layers in such a way that an
input layer of source nodes is connected with an output layer of neurons. [26] In this case the
connections hits from one input layer with to another output layer. This kind of connection
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is called a single layered network even though it has only two layers of nodes, provided that
it has one layer of trainable weights and one layer of neurons which enables it to adapt the
threshold values. [27]

Figure 7: Fully connected Single Layered feed forward network (Source: Book)

2.5.1.2. Multi-Layer Feed forward Network
A different kind of network is the multi layered feed forward network. This kind of layer is
much stronger than the single layered network due to the fact that this network has hidden
layers in between the input layer and output layer, for instance layered networks have one or
more successive hidden layers which means that there are connections from every unit in one
layer to every unit in the next layer. [28] The main role of a hidden neuron is to intervene
between the external input and the network output by adding one or more hidden layers so
that network can be able to extract higher-order statistics from its input. [29] Moreover, the
multi layered feed forward network showed efficiency when it is trained with the backpropagation algorithm. When this happens they can approximate effectively any input-output
map and solve difficult problems by using classification to give the desired response. [30]
Due to this fact, this kind of network is much better because it gives more reliable diagnostic
results than a single layered neural network. [31]
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Figure 8: Fully connected Multi Layered feed forward network (Source: Book)

2.5.2. Recurrent Networks
Recurrent neural networks have been a research issue during the 1990's. They are highly
applied in many real-life applications for a wide variety of problems. [32] The fact that they
are much better and stronger compare from many other networks is due to their ability of
their dynamic response and their ability to store information. They have a simple architecture
and the performance of this network depends on the hidden neurons, in this scenario if the
number of hidden neurons is large, the computation load is too heavy and in such cases is not
suitable for practical applications. On the other hand, if the number of neurons is too small,
then they don’t provide desired performance because of the lack of learning ability. Another
thing that recurrent networks distinguish from feed forward networks is because they have at
least one feedback loop that enables the learning ability of the networks and deal with
nonlinear aspects. [33]
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Figure 9: Recurrent Networks with hidden neurons (Source: Book)
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3. PROBLEM DEFINITION
There is a large number of patients in the world who are suffering from different neurological
disorders. For most of the disorders the biggest cause can be depression and different
anomalies which are attached in the nervous system and sometimes it can be very late to
make a change for the better.
One of the biggest problems is that so many patients consume medications that contains a
quantity of drugs and this is not good for the health in the patients’ lives. Some of these
medications can also unfortunately damage other parts of the body. Related to this, is that in
many patients the disorder has affected their whole nervous system and in this case they need
professional help to take care of them and in such cases it’s very hard to get back in the real
life to function normally again.
Most leading research institutes have tried to predict many diseases by using artificial neural
networks. Some of them have made big contributions in the field of medicine such as
predicting cancer, heart diseases, leukemia, liver disease and many others. A lot of the models
have been developed by using different types of modeling as we have used in the previous
chapter. But there hasn’t been any serious attempt on creating such a system for predicting
neurological disorders. One of the main reasons is that so many patients suffer from one or
multiple disorders and sometimes it can be hard to diagnose and even harder to give the
accurate help such as to eliminate or reduce some disorders.

In creating such a system, it would allow us to know the anomalies of each stages of the
neurological disorder, it would help us know which kind of disorders can be treated earlier
and in such cases there would be no need for medications because it would only worsen the
patients’ conditions. As we mentioned medications are not the solution to this problem. This
is the problem that we are trying to address in this thesis.
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4. METHODOLOGY
The methodology of this thesis for predicting neurological disorders is based on using
artificial neural networks which are trained networks and also using some different models
and algorithms which we have used for implementation and we also used some learning
techniques and tasks that a neural network should actually possess. Regarding to this, we
have used books from many authors and many scientific papers from international
conferences.
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5. Using Neural Networks to predict neurological disorders
The implementation of neural networks has become a hot topic in the last decade. They are
usually used to improve our lives due to the fact that they provide a very effective way of
approaching problems. The fact why neural networks have gained such popularity is because
whenever they are applied they are able to learn and adapt easily just like biological neurons.
When we want to predict neurological disorders, we usually use different approaches and one
of them is classification. The use of classification is increasing gradually over time. However,
artificial intelligence techniques for classification have reached the potential of becoming
very useful tools for many problems. Classification techniques claims to be very accurate and
reliable for diagnoses and minimizing possible errors as well. [34] In this chapter we are
going to discuss in detail about the implementation of some techniques and methods that are
used for prediction in neurological disorders.

5.1. A Case Study of Dementia
In the last decade the use of artificial neural networks have reached a point to be very useful,
especially in predicting different disorders. This has led many researchers to develop many
models which can be very useful in neuroscience. Prediction in early stages is likely an
evolution for the patients’ health recovery, usually based on a set of test criteria. In many
cases, medical diagnosis and anomalies are hard to predict due to the non-linear interaction
of diagnostic factors and because of this fact we use artificial neural networks. The
implementation of artificial neural networks showed satisfactory results in many applications
and they are suitable for neurological prognosis as well. By using artificial neural networks,
assists physician to come with an accurate prediction so that they can select appropriate
treatment for the patients. One of the disorders that is quite hard to come with an accurate
prediction without using neural networks is dementia and for this reason they provide to be
so efficient because they are not only suitable for other neurological prediction, but for
different types of dementia as well. [35]
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Dementia is not a specific disease. It’s a group of symptoms associated different cognitive
disorders which makes it hard enough for the patient to have the ability to perform everyday
activities. Usually, patients who suffer from dementia are patients who are affected from
Alzheimer’s disease, but this reaches only when they are in the higher stages (when they are
almost fully affected). Patients affected by dementia suffers from memory loss,
communication and language, ability to focus and pay attention, reasoning and judgment,
visual perception. Therefore it affects the patient’s life and their family members’ life as well.
Alongside from neurological side, symptoms of dementia includes depression, delusions,
hallucinations, aggression and wandering. Early stages of dementia are characterized with
poor personal hygiene, self-neglect of diet and many other activities of the daily life. In later
stages of dementia patients have lack of accomplishing basic activities of the daily routine
such as dressing, eating, bathing, etc. Therefore, the prediction of the types of dementia is a
crucial point in neuroscience. This can help to recover the anomalies in early stages of the
even before the appearance of dementia. [36]

Depending on the values of diagnostic patterns, we can know which dementia type we have.
Some appears as mild cognitive disorders, Alzheimer’s disease, front temporal dementia and
Alzheimer’s disease with vascular cognitive disorder. The prediction of each type of
dementia depends on the development of neural networks. For prediction of dementia many
researchers have used models based on the non-symbolic learning approach. These neural
models are Multi-Layer Perceptron (MPL) networks with Back-Propagation learning
algorithm and Probabilistic Neural Networks for classification issues. The use of
computational intelligence such as classification and many other techniques are able to
identify dementia type. [37]
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5.2. Classification Using Neural Networks
One of the most important goal of neural networks are their ability to process information.
This is because processing helps in many aspects of interconnection and make it easier to
recognize and model nonlinear relationships between data and all this is done by using
statistical methods. A well designed and trained neural network can affect the way of decision
making when trained with new set of data. To have reliable outcomes we need to consider
some problems when they usually applied when using neural networks in any application.
They are network structure and network generalization. In designing a neural network we
have to also consider choosing a suitable network, number of layers, the number of nodes in
the hidden layers and activation function between layers. Some of the best neural models to
which are usually used for implementation are Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) with Back
Propagation Algorithm and Probabilistic Neural Networks (PNNs). [38]

5.2.1. Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP)
A Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) is used for many purposes such as analyzing, classification
of tasks and detection. It is very useful due to its feature that is has such as fast operation,
easy to implement, it adapts new changes and is able to learn and generalize. For these
reasons this is one of the best models used so far. [39] Just like real biological neural
networks, multi-layer perceptron’s are able to form complex decision and separate various
input patterns. Stems from the non-linearity are used within nodes. In this case if the nodes
were linear elements then a single-layer network with appropriate weight could be used
instead of two- or three-layer perceptron’s. It all depends from the nodes. A multi-layer
perceptron is built by using different layers. An input layer receives information from
external sources and passes this information to the network for processing. In the hidden layer
it receives information from the input layer and processes them in a hidden way. It has no
direct connections to the outside world (inputs or outputs). An output layer receives
processed information and sends output signals out of the system. A bias provides a threshold
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for the activation of neurons. The bias input is connected to each of the hidden layer and
output layer in a network. [40] Multi-layer perceptron neural networks trained with the backpropagation algorithm provides a different way of approaching problems. Due to the fact that
they are supervised networks they require a desired response to be trained. Moreover, it learns
how to transform and process data which is a very helpful way for pattern classification. They
are proven to perform and predict well as for the fact that they are trained with error correction
learning and also have been shown great performance in optical statistical classification. [41]
There are several techniques and architectures that can be used for implementation and
optimization is one of them. It is based on testing several architecture until finding one which
fits better than the others, one that might offer reliable results. Therefore, several architectures
of neural networks that provides a good fit are those who has one or two hidden layers in
order to choose the best one. The optimization algorithm is known as conjugate gradient back
propagation is mainly used for the purpose of training neural networks. All these techniques
that we mentioned above are used for the highest good of a better predictions. [42]

5.2.2. Probabilistic Neural Networks (PNNs)
Probabilistic neural network (PNN), is kind of a parallel algorithm and it was first introduced
by Specht in 1990. PNN is a classifier and is a widely used artificial neural network due to
its simplicity. It is used in many real life applications, especially in solving classification
problems. Moreover, its advantages are learning ability which makes it capable of achieving
of non-linear learning but at the same time preserving high accuracy as well. [43]
Furthermore, this kind of network is proved to solve many problems in various fields,
especially in the prediction results such as in medical diagnosis and prediction, image
classification and recognition. PNN is a multilayered feed forward network and it’s made of
four layers: input layer (represented by data features), pattern layer (consisting of as many
neurons as training patterns), summation layer (with one neuron for each class) and output
layer where a single neuron produces a classification result. Based on what we know, PNN
are used in the way to add weighting factors between pattern and summation layers. Thus,
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by giving a correct probability to carry out classification. As many kinds of networks PNN
also has its advantages and disadvantages. Big advantages we can consider the fast training
process, parallel structure, optimal classification and most importantly training samples can
be added or removed without extensive training. Another factor to consider are also its
disadvantages such as large memory requirements, slow execution work, requires a
representative of a training set and is not as general as back propagation. [44] PNN is an
implementation of a statistical algorithm so called Kernel that is used for analyzing in which
operations are organized into multi-layer network. Due to the fact that PNN is a great
classifier in can map input pattern in a several of classification and because of that it learns
more quickly than any other neural network models so far. PNN is based on supervised
learning that makes it a big potential to be used for classification and pattern recognition. In
such cases it helps us in classification of brain tissues in multiple sclerosis, classification of
image texture, classification of soil texture and EEG pattern classification. In general, due to
the classification rate, experimental results are showing that PNN are receiving better
recognition in artificial intelligence compared to back propagation neural networks. [45]

5.3. Applications
Artificial Neural Networks acquires knowledge through learning continuously. Just like in
humans, the knowledge acquired is stored in the artificial neurons that are used to perform
the required task. During the last few years neural modeling in artificial intelligence has
gained an increased attention in all forms of predicting especially in cognitive disorders and
neuroscience in general. Among enormous applications that neural networks have in reallife, in this chapter we are only going to mention some of them and their importance that they
have.
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Memory Disorders

Among many disorders, there have also been efforts to develop models for memory disorders
where in fact was related with the work of the associative memory. Recent studies have
shown great progress in Alzheimer's disease. [46] Alzheimer’s Disease is a neurological
disorder that causes memory and dementia and it can be caused by concussions any brain
injury. This is a neurological disease that sometimes is even hard to predict because the
symptoms starts gradually by causing brain cells to die and then spread the damage across
the brain until the patient is unable to perform daily tasks. [47] Many neural models of
memory impairment has been used for different experimental observations, some of these
have examined the relationship between synaptic deletion and compensation that determines
the synaptic changes and strategies to maintain memory capacities. [48]

Learning Disorders

There has been a slight interest in to developing some models that can have an impact in
neurological disorders some of them showed great result and for other disorders there are still
a lack. To make the work easier researchers build some models that can help in many
disorders, a good example is language disorder (aphasia) where they developed models when
its main focus was on disturbances of sentence processing. Another issue but quite similar is
also the reading disorder (dyslexia) have been simulated in a connectionist model that links
orthography (word form) and meaning (semantic features). There has been different
approaches to help patients with dyslexia. Several attempts has been made to create models
for aphasia (disordered spoken language). They primarily focused on disturbances of
sentence processing. Moreover, recent studies has dealt with simple transcoding of
information at the single word level and many of these have been concerned with the issue
of how information of different types (e.g., phonological, semantic) serves to trigger word
responses under different conditions of stimulation such as of picture naming, word
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repetition, or written word naming. Most importantly, performance patterns characteristic of
both surface and phonological dyslexia showed correct results. [49]

Parkinson’s disease
Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a neurological disorder which is characterized by the slowness
of movements, usually associated with progressive neuronal loss. There are many other
neurological disorders which occurs due to advanced stages of PD such as dementia and
dysautonomia. However, there are many factors that can lead to the diagnostication of PD. It
takes a lot of data from previous patients test results to really come up with an accurate
diagnostication. In such cases it is much easier to compare it with similar conditions of other
patients. [50] Moreover, in the last decades computational models have gained a big impact
in medicine especially in predicting neurological disorders. Different tools have made it
easier to increase the accuracy and reliability of predicting disorders by using artificial
intelligence techniques for classification to minimize possible errors to make diagnostication
more efficient. One of the most popular models that is used in prediction is Multi-Layer
Perceptron (MPL) which incorporates Back Propagation learning algorithms. This kind of
model is not only used in predicting PD but in other neurological disorders as well. [51]

Alzheimer’s disease
Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a neurological disorder and is one of the common causes of
dementia. Despite many studies that has been made about this disorder, there have been less
specific prediction even in early stages compared to other neurological disorder. Thus, by
using artificial neural networks for decision support, makes it easier to analyze and interpret
medical issues by using different artificial intelligence methods. Artificial neural networks
provide a very useful role in clinical practice. By using statistical methods that are useful
tools and by also using neural networks make it much easier to diagnose Alzheimer’s disease.
In most cases it’s easier to predict AD patients when they are from healthy controls. [52]
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Epileptic Seizure Prediction
Epilepsy is one of the most common neurological disorders and there is a big number of
people worldwide who suffer from epilepsy. It reaches about 50 million people and around
30% of them cannot be controlled by medication. At about 50% of the patients who undergo
surgery they become seizure free and the rest of the patients remains uncertain of seizure.
Even though seizures cannot be completely prevented, a reliable prediction would help
patients to overcome difficulties and improve their quality of life as well. [53] This is one of
the main reasons why researchers tried to build different detection systems that uses artificial
intelligence. A good example are artificial neural networks with different models who gained
a big importance in predicting epileptic seizures. One of the neural network that is used for
automated detection is a special type of recurrent neural network. This kind of network is
known as Elman Network (EN), it is a two-layered back propagation neural network with a
feedback connection from the output of the hidden layer to its input. [54] Moreover, one of
the models who is usually used in prediction is multi-layer perceptron. It is appropriate for
solving pattern classification problems and is usually incorporated with back propagation
algorithm. The use of artificial neural networks and back propagation algorithm are able to
give us reliable results. Despite of the complexity that artificial neural networks have, they
offers several advantages in classification and recognition. For this fact, simple approaches
have been used for recognition of Epileptic spikes by using artificial neural networks. [55]
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6. CONCLUSIONS
Artificial neural networks are one of the main tools that are used in artificial intelligence
today. A neural network in cooperation with different algorithms is one step further of
creating different intelligent systems not only in the field of neuroscience but in the other
fields as well.

During this thesis we provided a review of different learning methods and its tasks (pattern
recognition and pattern association) that neural networks have in order to process and
memorize information. We also used other models and algorithms for implementation which
are used to analyze data which are not only used in neuroscience but in other fields of
medicine as well.

In the third chapter we defined the problem of different pathologies in neuroscience and how
to avoid them. Moreover, we emphasized the reasons why we wanted to avoid such cases
and the lack of effort to build such systems because building such systems in the future could
be very helpful for humanity.

In the fourth chapter we explained the fact that this thesis is built by doing research from
many books and papers from great scientists.

In the fifth chapter we explained the implementation part. Here we focused mainly on how
using different models and algorithms could provide efficiency even in predicting other
disorders in the field of neuroscience. All the models and algorithms that are used has been
explained by giving illustrations and ways of how they can be used. However, we could also
use many other models and algorithms for implementing this idea that maybe it would show
more precise results to reach a higher efficiency. We also mentioned the fact that artificial
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neural networks have a wide range of applications, but in this thesis we only discussed just a
few applications in neuroscience.

In this thesis we have used many studies that have been done for prediction and diagnosis in
general. The models that have been used from many researchers helps us know which models
and techniques are more useful. However, there are so many improvements that needs to be
done in order to have more precise predictions in neuroscience.

As a result, the goal of this thesis is to give sufficient details and results about the fact that
by using these models and many other advanced techniques can help us build even better
systems for prediction in the future.
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